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A representative with proven ability to satisfaction and contribute to company 
success. A friendly sales associate with over experience working in diverse retail 
and customer service environments.

APRIL 2010 – DECEMBER 2011
MEAT CUTTER/ANALYST - ABC CORPORATION

 Managed quality communication, customer support and product representation 
for each client.

 Investigated and resolved customer inquiries and complaints in a timely and 
empathetic manner.

 Served as main liaison between customers, management and sales team.
 Worked under strict deadlines and responded to service requests and 

emergency call-outs.
 Provided effective communication and customer service support to the sales,  

on a daily basis.
 Ensured superior customer experience by addressing customer concerns, 

resolving problems on the spot.
 Cross-trained and provided back-up for other customer service representatives 

when needed.

2007 – 2010
MEAT CUTTER/ANALYST - ABC CORPORATION

 I was mainly responsible for keeping the fresh meat section stocked and tidy.
 This included cutting meat, performing inventory, making orders, wrapping 

meat, and cleaning shelves.
 Also helped break the market equipment down and sanitize the area nightly.
 At Kroger I cut beef, chicken, pork, and some fish.
 We were a specialty market so special or custom orders were a regular 

occurrence.
 I was known as a dependable, hard working member of the team that could be 

counted on to show up on time and get all the job tasks asked of me done 
effectively.

 Skills Used Cutting meat with various types of knives, using a bandsaw with 
both boneless and bonein blades, grinding meat into ground beef or chicken, 
wrapping product, great customer service, and cleaning..
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EDUCATION

Diploma

SKILLS

Customer Service, Team Management, Stocking, Sales, Cleaning.
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